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  Volume 2, 2021 

  The UMRCC Newsletter 

 This Newsletter is a publication of the Upper Mississippi River Conservation 

Committee (UMRCC) but does not necessarily represent the official views of the UMRCC.  

Suggestions or comments regarding its content should be directed to the Chairperson, 

292 San Diego Rd, Carbondale, IL, 62901 please contact the Coordinator by e-mail 

(neal_jackson@fws.gov) or phone (618.579.3129) and visit our website at http://

www.umrcc.org/ 

Hello River Rats! 

 Fall is finally here and hopefully you’re getting outside to enjoy it. Whether deer 

hunting, duck hunting, fishing, camping, or just taking a stroll to enjoy the colors, it’s a great 

time to be outside. Down here in Missouri I’ve been impressed with the colors of the foliage. 

I was worried with the ongoing warm temperatures and generally strange weather that we 

would have poor colors but have been happily proved wrong.  

MDC spent the opening weekend of deer season conducting our mandatory CWD sampling 

event. It’s long days but a refreshing event to get out, meet other staff who we may not typi-

cally interact with, and interact with citizens. The station I worked sampled over 300 deer on 

Saturday. The one thing that always sticks with me is the number of hunters who are truly 

interested in the work we do, not just for the deer hunting opportunity, but the broader con-

servation efforts. Many of them are grateful and express that. It’s something I try to remem-

ber when working on a particularly frustrating topic or through the dark winter days. You are 

appreciated! 

A reminder to SAVE THE DATE for March 22-24, 2022 for our UMRCC Annual Meeting. The 

meeting will be held in Cape Girardeau, MO at the Drury Plaza Hotel. We are working on 

putting together a great meeting and hope everyone is able to make it in-person. Registra-

tion details will be coming out soon. Hope to see you there! 

      Matt Vitello 

       UMRCC Chairperson 

 

Chairperson’s Letter 

http://www.umrcc.org/
http://www.umrcc.org/
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Happy Birthday UMRR!   -Kirsten Wallace, UMRBA 

 
On November 17,  we celebrated the 35th anniversary of the 
1986 Water Resources Development Act through which Con-
gress acknowledged the international importance of the riv-
er ecosystem and navigation system and enacted statutory 
authority and funding to pursue integrated, balanced man-
agement of the Upper Mississippi River.  
  
We celebrate the tremendous success of the Upper Mississippi River Restoration (UMRR) program estab-
lished in the 1986 Water Resources Development Act.  UMRR has matured into a highly effective federal-
state restoration program that provides significant return on the nation’s investment.  With over 110,000 
acres of new or improved fish and wildlife habitat, there is clear evidence that the program’s habitat restora-
tion projects have improved the ecosystem, with clearer water, more vegetation, and increased fish and wild-
life populations.  Analysis of UMRR’s long term resource monitoring data has provided a much clearer under-
standing of the complex, dynamic relationships among various ecosystem components and watershed driv-
ers.  
  
We celebrate the strength of the regional collaboration among states, federal agencies, local governments, 
and nonprofit and private organizations who remain committed to working beyond their individual interests 
to pursue the best management approaches for all uses. 
  
UMRBA will continue to foster collaboration, communication, and cooperative action to work productively 
and proactively in pursuing balanced management needed to meet the challenges of today and our future. 
  
We extend our sincere appreciation to our predecessors who built the foundation on which we’re able to 
stand today. 
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Wildlife Technical Section, Ad hoc Vegetation Committee Project Update 

2021 Timber Inventory – UMR Regional Forestry PDT Standard Protocol – Pool 17: Port Louisa 

On September 21st and 22nd a collective force of natural re-

source specialist and willing participants gathered at the Port 

Louisa National Wildlife Refuge, Louisa Division to collect tim-

ber data.   In total, there were eleven different offices repre-

sented by the twenty individuals included in this vegetative da-

ta collection effort from the Iowa Department of Natural Re-

sources (IADNR), National Wild Turkey Federation (NWTF), U.S. 

Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), and the U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers (USACE).    

The two day effort included timber data collection on almost 

600 acres of the USFWS refuge portion of backwater complex; 

140 plot locations in total were visited by the data collection 

team.   The entire complex area is in USACE fee title and made 

available to the USFWS and IADNR for management of nearly 

6,800 acres of navigation Pool 17.   The entire complex is be-

hind a levee system and is unique in landscape position having 

Lock and Dam 17 positioned midway of the backwater complex 

on the main channel of the Mississippi River.   This allows the IADNR and USFWS to work together in water 

level management per an inlet structure at the upstream end and outlet structure at the downstream end 

with only gravity flow due to the head difference of Lock and Dam 17.   This last summer marked the com-

pletion of a contracted timber inventory data collection on the IADNR managed portion of the complex; this 

is the Lake Odessa Wildlife Management Area which includes the lower two-thirds of the complex.  That 

timber inventory contract was funded by the Upper Mississippi River Restoration (UMRR) program and has 

already produced priorities for timber management actions that are currently being implemented this fall in 

Lake Odessa.  The two-day effort completed by the collection of valued UMRCC members made it possible 

to rapidly finish out key remaining forested area left without timber data collection for the entire complex.   

The Mississippi River Project Office (ODMN) staff of Rock Island District were able to continue some final 

efforts to finalize data collection at plot locations that complete out delineated management areas of the 

refuge.    To date, approximately 400 acres remain to be completed to have the entire complex with entire 

current data coverage.  The intent is to continue the effort locally next growing season to complete data col-

lection of the entire complex.   The UMRCC vegetation sampling effort has provided a significant advantage 

for data analysis of much of the complex to allow local management of the area to determine management 

actions to address concerns to forest health in the complex with implementing forest management actions.     
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Each morning started off with a quick gathering of all the necessary forestry tools of the trade and as-

signment of data collection crews.   Each crew was assigned at least one Forester that knew the timber 

inventory data collection protocol and provided oversight to collecting the required information.  Both 

days the group was able to divide up into six different crews and spend the day out in the trees making 

measurements and observations to the forest health.   In total, 1,798 trees were measured at the 140 

plot locations.   In addition to measuring trees by prism plot methods, there were 20 trees selected to be 

aged by collecting a tree core; tree aging was not conducted during the field effort to increase time spent 

covering more ground, tree cores were later reviewed in the office by ODMN.   Trees that were meas-

ured by prism plot were coded by these health codes: healthy, stressed, significant decline, and dead.   

Unfortunately, due to the extensive high water duration events of 2018 and 2019 there was high mortali-

ty rates within the entire managed complex; primarily a loss of silver maple.   This was well documented 

in the area surveyed by the UMRCC team; 1,032 trees measured (or 57% sampled) were coded with the 

health condition of dead.    This is extremely high and historically under this data collection protocol was 

not considered to be a normal occurrence rate of documented standing dead trees.   However, this 

pattern of significant zones of the Mississippi River has this high or higher rate of tree mortality during 

recent years of data collection post the 2018 and 2019 high water event years.   For decades trees were 

subjectively and later measured to be under stress and in some level of decline, the significant high-

water events in back-to-back years were too much of a stressor event for these trees to remain living.   

Additionally, a fair portion of these recently killed off trees were nearing the end of their expected life 

span, which compounded the potential for high mortality.    There are many factors being discussed to 

further understand significant forest changing events on the river and indicators of potential stand col-

lapse having high tree mortality 

rates such as what was docu-

mented during this collection 

effort.   The regional forestry 

team is continuing to study for-

est dynamics that indicate areas 

that are prone to stand collapse 

and chronic conditions that lead 

to such changing events.   This 

data collection effort will assist 

in documenting that understand-

ing that will likely be ongoing for 

a decade or more in parlay with 

other forest data collection 

efforts.    
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Only 16% of the trees sample during this event were coded as being healthy, the remaining trees meas-

ured were in decline or dead.   Unique to this complex, tree species that are considered more diverse 

tree species to bottomland forest, especially the hard mast species of oak and hickory have a significantly 

higher rate of survival and do not match the rate of mortality seen in maple, willow, and cottonwood.  In 

total, 9 tree species were documented through the prism plot data collection.   This correlation to mor-

tality has no significance to elevation within the complex; this fact is something that has of high interest 

to be further evaluated by the foresters.   Boating around the complex one can see expansive zones of 

forest with complete mortality except for sparse surviving individuals, which are primarily of hard mast 

species.     

At the end of each day, the UMRCC team dedicated at least a half hour to discuss what had been ob-

served by each crew during the day while conducting the data collection efforts.   This discussion at the 

end of each day was very interactive and all had significant items to share to the group.   In general, the 

group discussed extensive growth of herbaceous vegetation within the high mortality zones,  tree health 

conditions observed throughout the day, locations that there was some natural regeneration observed, 

impacts to avian communities and possible concerns to long term roosting habitat for eagles and bats, 

importance to timber stand improvements in portions of residual health, and possible management ac-

tions to restore areas of complete stand collapse.   This UMRCC event was by far a very successful effort 

on both intended fronts.  First being the need for 

providing much data collection for local manage-

ment direction and big picture understanding to 

forest health and development.  Second being able 

to provide the cross-discipline interaction and dis-

cussion that better unifies understanding to the 

great collection of natural resources we care great-

ly about on the Upper Mississippi River.   The St. 

Louis District will be providing a proposal to con-

duct a similar vegetation data collection effort at 

the annual Spring UMRCC meeting.   If that pro-

posal moves forward for data collection to occur in 

2022, the Foresters look forward to seeing you 

there to share in another great cross-discipline 

event.     

Ben Vandermyde 

Lead Forester 

Mississippi River Project 

Rock Island District - USACE 
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 UMR National Wildlife and Fish Refugure La Crosse District Update 

Even while entering our second summer of the COVID-19 pandemic, summer brought celebrations on the 

Upper Mississippi River National Wildlife and Fish Refuge. In June, the Friends of the Refuge – Mississippi 

River Pools 7 & 8 worked with a local taxidermist and refuge staff to complete a grant received from the La 

Crosse Foundation which provided five new “ducks on a stick” to add to or replace birds in our collection! 

In high demand, the ducks offer an excellent close-up look at wildlife and are used in environmental educa-

tion, interpretive, and training programs.  

The Friends of the Refuge Headwaters, based in Winona, MN are running their fall photography contest – 

find out more on their website here: https://friendsoftherefugeheadwaters.org/ 

Through a special grant from the Migratory Birds division of the US Fish and Wildlife Service, staff are work-

ing to install new window treatments at the La Crosse District Visitor Center and Trempealeau National 

Wildlife Refuge that reduce the likelihood of birds colliding with the glass. Every year nearly 1 billion birds 

die from collisions with glass and we are so happy to improve our facilities to reduce the likelihood of fatali-

ties.  

Recreation along land and water trails remains high and both local and nonlocal visitors are getting out to 

explore! Staff in the La Crosse District tackled infrastructure projects including replacing damaged signs, 

ordering more brochures, working with volunteers to maintain native gardens around the Visitor Center 

and overlooks, repairing trails, and on larger scale projects like replacing a damaged fishing float. We en-

joyed celebrating volunteers through a socially-distanced picnic featuring a coronavirus-shaped pinata! The 

La Crosse District Visitor Center re-opened in August and is currently open Mondays/Wednesdays/Fridays 

from 10am – 2pm. Visitors are able to pick up federal recreational lands passes in-person during those 

open hours. Please see the refuge website for more info about open hours in other districts: https://

www.fws.gov/nwrs/threecolumn.aspx?id=6442463812  

https://friendsoftherefugeheadwaters.org/
https://www.fws.gov/nwrs/threecolumn.aspx?id=6442463812
https://www.fws.gov/nwrs/threecolumn.aspx?id=6442463812
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Evaluation of invasive carps use of a steeppass fish ladder (part 2) 
Kristopher Maxson, Kara Phelps, Jim Lamer, Janine Bryan, Nate Hamm, Paul Henwood, Dan Schneider, Paul Svrcek, Doug 

Blodgett, Kevin Irons 

In the UMRCC Spring newsletter we reported on efforts to evaluate whether invasive carps, in particular Silver and Bighead 
carps, would use a Whooshh Innovations fishway. The fishway is coupled with a FishL™ Recognition system (hereafter referred 
to as the scanner) to identify fish species and measure fish dimensions as they pass through the system. The eventual applica-
tion would allow sorting of fish into a desired location (i.e. disposal location for invasive carps and passage for native fishes).  
At the time of the last newsletter, no Silver or Bighead carps and only 3 Grass Carp had utilized the fishway. We conducted an 

additional 3 trials during the month of June that resulted in the passage of an additional 4 Grass Carp and 1 Silver Carp. 

 
The one female Silver Carp (672 mm TL) that ascended the ladder demonstrated that they 

are capable of navigating the fishway. Initially, we thought the plankton-rich waters of the 

Emiquon Preserve would attract Silver and Bighead carps and motivate them to ascend the 

fishway. While they were certainly attracted to the outflow, they congregated at the 

bottom and did not ascend the fishway. The opposite appears to be the case with Gizzard 

Shad. One possible explanation would be that Gizzard Shad from the Illinois River were re-

sponding to spawning pheromones produced by their Emiquon counterparts and present in 

the water being pumped out of Emiquon and through the fishway into the Illinois River. 

Future work will look into other possible attractants to encourage more Silver and Bighead 

carp to use the fishway. 

 

 

Total fish detected by FishL™ 

scanner in 2021. 

Common Name Count 

Bigmouth Buffalo 6 

Bowfin 1 

Channel Catfish 1 

Freshwater Drum 1 

Gizzard Shad 1,614 

Grass Carp 7 

Silver Carp 1 

Silver Carp  
Female 

TL: 672 mm 

W: 2,790 g 

https://3a3f4ae2-f3de-49d2-b0f5-e6e7cf38e6e1.filesusr.com/ugd/d70a05_e1a01f267f0a4b9db3a6e2823a512131.pdf
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Message from UMRCC Retiree, Mike Flaspohler 

I wanted to take this opportunity to let fellow river rats know that I will be retiring effective November 1, 

2021. I have really enjoyed getting to know and work with so many staff along the Upper Miss! This group 

will always be important to me and I’m very blessed to have been assigned to work with you. This group 

incorporates some of the most dedicated and knowledgeable conservation minds out there and because 

of that, I know the river and its resources are in good hands.  

I hope to continue to participate in a few of the meetings when I can and for others in the group that 

have my personal cell phone please stay in touch. The best to all of You! 

 

Michael Flaspohler 
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Evaluation of a “Trace” Plant Density Score in LTRM Vegetation Monitoring 
Report 
 
Aquatic vegetation in the Upper Mississippi River System (UMRS) is monitored as a component 
of the Long Term Resource Monitoring (LTRM) element since it is a vital component of this na-
tionally significant navigation and ecosystem providing food, spawning areas, and shelter to fish, 
wildlife, and invertebrates. The objective of the standardized monitoring is to accumulate data on 
the distribution, frequency of occurrence, and relative abundance of aquatic vegetation over a long 
period of time.   
  
The LTRM employs a harvest method for sampling submersed aquatic vegetation (SAV) whereby 
a rake is dragged ~1.5 m over the substrate and plant materials are retrieved. Plant density (PD) 
scores are recorded indicating SAV abundance and are based on the amount of plant material col-
lected on the teeth of the rake. Standard PD scores are ordered, whole numbers from 0 (no SAV on 
the rake) to 5 (80-100% of rake teeth full) and are assigned at each subsite for all species com-
bined and for each individual species. ).  
  
Whenever any change is proposed to LTRM methods, care and study is needed to make sure there 
is no impact to the long-term historical data. This study used field data collected in 2018 to evalu-
ate a proposed subdivision of PD scores (Trace and 1) and to examine among-pool differences in 
PD data. The main objective of this study was to determine whether modifying LTRM vegetation 
procedures to include a “trace” plant density score would reduce the variability within scores and 
improve the relationships between plant density and biomass sufficiently to justify this addition to 
LTRM vegetation methods. Incorporation of trace scores could potentially improve inferences 
about SAV abundance and biomass from LTRM monitoring data. 
  
The authors of this report are confident that the low cost of trace data collection, the resulting 
quantification of small plant fragments detected during vegetation sampling, and the improved pre-
cision of relative abundance estimates that may be derived from the trace scores merit the addition 
of trace scores to the long-term monitoring procedures and dataset with no impact to the long-term 
historical data.  

  
  
Drake, D., E. Lund, and K. 
Bales.  2021. Evaluation of a 
“Trace” Plant Density Score in 
LTRM Vegetation Monitor-
ing.  A completion report sub-
mitted to the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers’ Upper Mississip-
pi River Restoration Program 
from the U.S. Geological Sur-
vey, LTRM-2018BI03a. 32 pp. 
with appendixes. 
  

https://umesc.usgs.gov/ltrm-home.html
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UMRCC Wildlife Tech Section Vegetation Sampling Update 

Lower Pool 10 vegetation sampling event:  We had 13 vessels and 33 individuals from five agencies (Iowa 
and Wisconsin DNR, USFWS, Corps, EPA) and finished most of the sites on August 16th.  Two crews, one 
from USFWS and one from Iowa DNR, finished up the remaining few sites on August 17th.  It was another 
fun and successful effort and we greatly appreciate everyone's help collecting this important pre-
construction survey information for the Lower 
Pool 10 HREP.  

Pool 9 vegetation sampling event: Forty UM-
RCC River Rats completed the second year of 
post project aquatic vegetation sampling at 
Harpers Slough, HREP in Pool 9 near Lynxville, 
WI.  August 10th, 2021, started out with won-
derful weather to be on the River as 16 boats 
departed from the landings (and at least one 
headed in for repairs).  Over 75% of the 246 
sample locations were done before a fast-
moving, early afternoon storm moved in from 
the west.  All crews were able to get off the 
River safely, albeit a few of them soaked to the 
bone.  The remaining sites were completed 
with various crews over the next few 
weeks.  Thanks to everyone that helped with 
this partnership sampling effort.  (USFWS, COE 
Rock Island and St. Paul Districts, MN/WI/IA/IL 
DNRs, USGS and EPA).   Provided by Kirk Han-
sen, IADNR and Jeff Janvrin, WDNR 
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UMRCC Updates   -Neal Jackson 

2021 is a year of turnover for the UMRCC.  Megan Moore (pictured left), 

who served as the MNDNR representative to the executive board from 2018-

2021 took another job within the MNDNR.  She will be replaced on the 

board by Brian Nerbonne, the Regional Fisheries Manager for Region 3.  Me-

gan’s experience with river issues and involvement with various river teams, 

the UMRBA, and UMRR were invaluable and Megan will be dearly missed.  

Megan is a 20 year River Rat Award holder, attended her first meeting in 

2000, and served the UMRCC as the chair of the wildlife technical section 

vegetation ad hoc committee, and the wildlife technical section before serv-

ing on the executive board.  She deserves a big thank you for the time she 

gave to the UMRCC. 

Gina Bonsingnore became involved in the UMRCC OREIT about a year ago.  She took on the role of tech sec-

tion chair for less than a full term before deciding to retire in October.  I was impressed with how Gina 

stayed organized and kept the group on track during meetings.  She was crucial in keeping the UMRCC web-

site discussion moving during her time.  Even in a short time on the OREIT, Gina left a lasting impression.  

Gina is replaced by Janine Kohn, the Project WET Coordinator for MNDNR.  Janine has the tough job of in-

heriting the chairperson role in her first involvement with the UMRCC.  She’s getting up to speed quickly!   

As you saw on page 7, Mike Flaspohler retired from the Missouri Department 

of Conservation last month.  Mike’s first UMRCC meeting was in 2004; he was 

active in the WTS, serving as chair of the wildlife technical section in 2009-

2010 and 2018-2019.  Thanks for your service, Mike! 

Adam Thiese (pictured right) served in the Treasurer role for the UMRCC from 

2016-2021.  His detailed note taking and impeccable financial reports were 

second to none.  Adam is a 5 year River Rat Award holder, attended his first 

meeting in 2010 and hopes to attend more meetings in the future.  He will be 

replaced by Levi Solomon, a Field Research Coordinator for the Illinois Natural 

History Survey.  Thank you, Adam!   

It’s important to acknowledge that all of the folks who serve the UMRCC do so 

at the pleasure of their agency, and often times in addition to their priority job 

duties.  I’m grateful that your agencies believe in the mission of the UMRCC 

and continue to show support by filling important roles.  I hope that our out-

going folks can join us for future meetings! 
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UMRCC Chairperson 

Matt Vitello - Missouri Delegate - Missouri DC - Jefferson City, MO  

UMRCC Vice-Chairperson 

Brian Nerbonne  - Minnesota Delegate-Minnesota DNR  - St. Paul, MN 

UMRCC Board Members 

Jeff Janvrin - Wisconsin Delegate - Wisconsin DNR - La Crosse, WI 

Dave Glover - Illinois Delegate - Illinois DNR—Havana, IL 

Randy Schultz - Iowa Delegate - Iowa DNR - Brighton, IA 

Levi Solomon - Secretary & Treasurer - INHS - Havana, IL 

Rebekah Anderson - Fish Section Chairperson - Illinois DNR -  Oglesby, IL 

Brenda Kelly - Wildlife Section Chairperson -  Wisconsin DNR - La Crosse, WI 

Rob Burdis - Water Quality Section Chairperson - Minnesota DNR - Lake City, MN 

Matt Markley - Law Enforcement Chairperson - Missouri DC - Jefferson City, MO 

Scott Gritters - Mussel Section Chairperson - Iowa DNR - Bellevue, IA 

Janine Kohn - OREIT Section Chair - Minnesota DNR - St. Paul, MN 

Sabrina Chandler - Refuge Observer - USFWS - Winona, MN 

Neal Jackson - Coordinator - USFWS - Carterville, IL 

The Upper Mississippi River Conservation Committee (UMRCC) was established in 1943 with the goal to: “Promote the          

preservation and wise utilization of the natural and recreational resources of the Upper Mississippi River and to formulate policies, 

plans, and programs for conducting cooperative studies”. 

 

UMRCC Digital Library 

https://digitalcollections.uwlax.edu/jsp/RcWebBrowse.jsp?browse_layout=GRID&browse_start=0&browse_items=48&browse_sort=Publication%20Date&browse_show_facets=true&browse_facet_sort=ALPHANUMERIC&browse_cid=5cf2f948-f597-4778-a79a-8f4db79ff5af

